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I. Introduction

It is difficult to imagine how learning of any sort can occur without feedback. From our first hesitant steps to understanding the world around us to the pursuit of abstract content knowledge, our actions are shaped by the feedback previous actions engender. Consequently, it is reasonable to assume that feedback intentionally provided to test takers will have some positive impact on their learning; the questions guiding this review of the literature are:

1. To what extent has feedback been empirically shown to improve learning?
2. What types of feedback have been shown to be most effective?
3. How should Assessment Technology Incorporated (ATI) content specialists write test item feedback?

II. Feedback’s Effects on Test Takers’ Learning

Summarizing the benefits of feedback, Attali and Powers (2010) state that it “helps learners determine performance expectations, judge their level of understanding, and become aware of misconceptions” (p. 22). Moreover, it may “provide clues about the best approaches for correcting mistakes and improving performance” (ibid.). However, feedback does not seem to operate as reinforcement in behaviorist terms, i.e., it does not compel test takers to seek correct answers or avoid incorrect ones (Butler, Karpicke, & Roediger, 2007).

Bangert-Drowns, Kulik, Kulik, and Morgan (1991) theorize that feedback is effective at promoting test takers’ learning (usually operationalized in empirical studies as retention of content as measured through test-posttest cycles) when it promotes mindfulness of the content (see also Lhyle and Kulhavy [1987]). Based on the results of their meta-analysis, Bangert-Drowns et al. find that, on average, feedback “seems to make a positive but small contribution to achievement, raising scores by about one fourth of a standard deviation (ES = 0.26, SE = 0.06)” (p. 224), comparable to raising achievement scores from the 50th to the 59th percentile.

III. Taxonomy of Feedback

There is significant variation in how feedback can be delivered to test takers. Standard feedback is provided when teachers return graded tests to students, possibly holding a discussion of individual items (Butler et al., 2007). Jaehnig and Miller (2007, pp. 221-222) describe additional feedback types that appear frequently in the literature:

- **Knowledge of response (KR).** KR consists simply of notifying the test taker when a response is correct or incorrect.
- **Knowledge of correct response (KCR).** KCR directs the student to the correct answer when an incorrect answer is chosen. By definition, KCR is limited to use with incorrect answers, where it is frequently paired with KR (e.g., “Incorrect. The correct answer is reinforcement.”).
- **Elaboration.** As its name suggests, elaboration provides discussion of why a response is correct or incorrect. It can stand on its own or be paired with KR and KCR (e.g., “Incorrect. The correct answer is reinforcement. The child’s crying increased in frequency, so it was reinforcement.”).
• **Answer until correct (AUC).** Less a distinct feedback type as a modality of multiple-choice testing, AUC provides KR while requiring that students ultimately select the correct answer before moving on to another item. It is usually, although not exclusively, incorporated in computer-based assessment.

• **Delayed.** Feedback is delayed if it is withheld from the test taker for a defined period of time (from several minutes to days). While the research on delayed feedback is voluminous, it will not be summarized here (see the section entitled “Suggestions for Additional Research” for further discussion).

### IV. The Effects of Different Feedback Types

Not all feedback is equally effective:

• KR seems to be the least powerful of the feedback types. According to meta-analyses conducted by Bangert-Drowns et al. (1991) and Jaehnig and Miller (2007), KR alone shows almost no effect on achievement, comparable to the absence of feedback.

• Butler et al. (2007) contend that the efficacy of feedback is “largely determined by whether the feedback message contains the correct response” (p. 274). Bangert-Drowns et al. (1991) confirm that KCR is superior to KR in improving achievement, and Dempsey and Driscoll (1989) argue that KCR is more efficiently processed by test takers than elaboration and is no less effective. However, Jaehnig and Miller (2007) and Pridemore and Klein (1993) do not find sufficient evidence to recommend KCR over elaboration.

• Bangert-Drowns et al. (1991) argue that elaboration is as effective as KCR, while Jaehnig and Miller (2007) contend that elaboration is superior (although only when combined with KR or KCR). However, the improvement in student achievement noted with elaboration feedback seems to plateau as the feedback becomes more complex. Kulhavy, White, Topp, Chan, and Adams (1985) note that increasing “feedback bulk” (i.e., making elaboration feedback longer and more sophisticated) does not yield progressively better results. Similarly, Lhyle and Kulhavy (1987) note that experiments involving scrambling the word order of feedback (which they concede is an artificial way to boost the complexity of feedback) yielded mixed results.

• AUC seems effective primarily for test items involving higher-order learning (Clariana & Koul, 2006; Clariana, Ross, & Morrison, 1991), although Jaehnig and Miller (2007) find that it is no better than other types of feedback.

It should be emphasized that research findings debunk the argument rooted in behaviorism that feedback offers positive reinforcement. Pashler, Cepeda, and Wixted (2005) argue that correct answer feedback does not extend what test takers remember a week after the initial test event. Consequently, they argue that “a reasonable strategy…would seem to be this: Whenever the subject makes an error, provide feedback and time to process the feedback, but when the subject responds correctly, proceed to the next trial without delay” (p. 7).
V. Discussion

This review of the literature suggests that, whenever possible, feedback should be provided to the student in the form of elaboration of incorrect answers (elaboration of correct answer feedback can be offered, but it should not be expected to make much difference in how test takers respond to test items). Elaboration should be paired with KR or KCR for best results.

Unfortunately, the literature offers little practical guidance in how best to write elaboration feedback, primarily because few studies quantify in precise terms what is meant by “elaboration.” However, research findings do suggest that brevity is preferable to comprehensiveness when writing elaboration feedback. There is likely a point beyond which elaboration becomes overly complex, providing no benefit to the test taker and thereby wasting the content specialist’s time in its composition.

Where elaboration is impossible (e.g., student is asked to locate a fact in a text) or impractical (e.g., with very young children dealing with complex concepts), KCR or KR should be provided, although KCR will most likely prove more effective on its own than KR.

VI. ATI English Language Arts’ Content Specialists’ Guidelines for Writing Feedback and Conclusions

In concert with ATI Assessment and Instructional Design Director, Scott Cunningham, B.S., the ATI English language arts’ (ELA) content specialists developed the following guidelines for writing test item feedback:

- Write feedback in complete sentences.
- Keep feedback as short as possible.
- Explain why incorrect answers are incorrect.
- State rules or define terms, when applicable (e.g., grammar, parts of speech).
- Use quotes from texts, when applicable.
- Do not give away correct answers in explanations of incorrect answers (it may be impossible to avoid providing hints, but try to keep them as oblique as possible).
- Do not be too beholden to writing feedback with strictly grade-level vocabulary.
- Do not worry about feedback seeming repetitious.
- Do not worry about stating that an incorrect answer is based on information not present in a text, when applicable.
- Do not worry about omitting an explanation for an incorrect answer when no good explanation can be provided. In such cases, simply state that an incorrect answer is incorrect.

It should be clear that ELA’s guidelines for writing feedback accord for the most part with what empirical research would qualify as “best practices.” ELA content specialists attempt to offer elaboration whenever possible, and they strive to keep elaboration straightforward and concise. When elaboration is not feasible, they provide KR instead. At this time, ELA content specialists do not mix feedback types, i.e., they do not provide KR in concert with elaboration.
The literature indicates that student achievement could be improved by offering KCR on its own or with elaboration. It also indicates that ELA should be combining elaboration with other feedback types.

VII. Suggestions for Additional Research

This brief review of the literature on test feedback touched on only a few of the significant issues addressed by researchers. Inquiry in the following areas could provide beneficial calibration to ATI practice vis-à-vis provision of feedback:

- **Timing.** Whether feedback is best presented immediately or after a delay is a major concern in the literature.
- **Test anxiety.** Many studies examine the influence of feedback on test anxiety (see, for example, Arkin and Walts [1983]).

One issue that is all but ignored by researchers is how teachers understand and make use of feedback (see Stough and Emmer [1998] for a rare exception). Since ATI content specialists write feedback with the assumption that it will be used by teachers as well as students, it would be helpful to know more about how teachers conceptualize test feedback.
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